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Soul of WoMen Global Campaign 

Grand Celebration Event on May 15, 2016 - Fuji Sanctuary, Japan 

 

Since the Fuji Declaration was officially inaugurated in May 2015, tens of thousands of 

people from around the world have signed and embraced the declaration, affirming the 

divine spark in every human being and the essential oneness of all life in its diversity. 

 

As more and more people connect to their sacred consciousness, the time is ripe for 

these awakening women and men to arise and unite across the globe in order to foster a 

transformation of global consciousness and co-create a new world that manifests 

humanity’s full potential. 

 

Activating the Divine Feminine 

The great source of life encompasses both the divine masculine and the divine feminine, 

which need to be balanced within each individual and in society. However, when we look 

at the world today, we see an imbalance in which feminine qualities are less than 

prevalent. For thousands of years, human history has been dominated by our masculine 

expressions, resulting in wars, aggression, competition and the destruction of the natural 

world. We can say that our systems and practices have long suppressed feminine values 

such as love, compassion, empathy, nurturing, intuition, cooperation, and peacemaking. 

It is important that these values are honored and become our guiding force for global 

survival and evolution at this critical juncture in history. 

 

At the same time, the true power of the masculine must also find expression. As Martin 

Luther King, Jr. said, “Power without love is reckless and abusive, and love without 

power is sentimental and anemic.” The masculine power that rules the present world is 

too often detached from love and takes the form of violence and aggression, while love is 

not regarded as a real power to effect any change. 



What is most needed in our world today is to revive and activate the undermined 

feminine values, and to redefine and harmonize the true masculine archetype. Only when 

we are able to restore balance between the masculine and feminine energies, can we 

fully ignite the divine spark in the spirit of humanity and open the door to a new era. 

 

As a first step, we need to open our minds and free ourselves of all prejudices and 

stereotypes—whether they concern gender, cultural, racial, political or religious 

differences, physical or mental abilities, or social status. And most importantly, we must 

free ourselves from the prejudice that denies the sacredness of our own life. Only when 

we look deep inside our hearts and work to rid ourselves of our long-held prejudices and 

self-limiting beliefs can we forgive and heal our past wounds. Rather than turning our 

long standing pain into anger, we can reclaim our true identity and step forward on the 

path to healing and wholeness.  

 

Our vision is to inspire every woman and man to bring out their authentic self and share 

their unique gifts to co-create a new future. In oneness, we can foster a more peaceful 

and flourishing world for all life—a world that honors deep feminine principles in 

harmony with the masculine.  

 

How it began 

Masami Saionji, co-initiator of the Fuji Declaration and chairperson of the Goi Peace 

Foundation, invited a group of powerful women visionaries and leaders in Japan to 

discuss the roles, responsibilities and wisdom women possess in creating a more 

harmonious and balanced world. Eighteen women came together to share in a mutual 

desire to explore ways to unfold, empower and harness the highest feminine qualities 

and principles in both women and men.  

 

The seeds have now been planted in Japan and it is time to expand this vision out to the 

world. Today, many individuals and groups calling for the rise of the feminine are 

emerging in all parts of the world. We believe it is time for all of them to come together 

to shift the consciousness of humanity. 

 

Join the Soul of WoMen Global Campaign! 

To coincide with the first anniversary of the Fuji Declaration, we are launching the Soul of 

WoMen Global Campaign. We are calling upon you―awakening women and men, as well 

as groups and organizations aligned in purpose―to join this campaign to activate the 

feminine wisdom and consciousness in our lives and society together with others around 

the world. You can join by organizing events, taking personal actions, or simply adding 

your ‘YES!’ to the call. This is not a campaign to fight against what’s wrong, but a 

pro-active initiative to encourage and multiply the emerging light. 

 



Come together for the Grand Celebration – May 15, 2016 

The global network will come together for the grand celebration at the Symphony of 

Peace Prayers event to be held at Fuji Sanctuary in Japan on May 15, 2016, bringing 

together thousands of peace-loving people and women’s networks from different 

cultures. With synchronized events being organized around the world, this historic 

campaign will be particularly meaningful to bring attention to the feminine moral voice as 

world leaders gather in Ise-Shima, Japan for the G7 Summit at the end of May 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The inverted W and M in our logo symbolizes the call for equality and 

balance between the feminine and masculine forces, the yin and the 

yang in humanity, nature and all living things. ‘Women’ and ‘Men’ are 

interwoven within one word, showing how together in harmony the 

feminine and masculine create a complete and whole human soul. 

 

 

Soul of WoMen supports the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goal #5: “Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.” 

 

 

 

More information on how to participate in the Soul of WoMen Global Campaign 

will be available on the Fuji Declaration website soon. 

 fujideclaration.org 

 


